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Abstract: This paper presents the development of methods and tools to analyse
design protocols so that the results of different researchers studying different
designers under different conditions can be compared. The foundation is an
ontologically-based coding scheme utilizing the Function-Behaviour-Structure
(FBS) ontology. This produces segmented and coded protocols showing design
issues and processes independent of the design task or situation. Protocol
measurements include tabular statistics, dynamic modeling of issues and
processes, Markov models, first passage models and entropy models. These
measurements are embodied in a computational tool. Examples of the use of
the tool are presented.
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Introduction

The development of an understanding of designing requires empirical data from
designers designing on which to found and test models of designing. One method of
collection of that data is through the study of design. Most models of designing assume
that designing is a process, rather than being some mysterious activity, and as a
consequence design cognition can be studied scientifically. The most commonly used
method for studying design cognition is protocol analysis [1-3]. It has produced results
across a variety of domains [4-10]. However, there has been a significant impediment
with the application of protocol analysis in studying designing and this has been the lack
of the means to compare the results of different analyses. This has been caused by the use

of ad hoc coding schemes applied by different researchers even when studying the same
task. This is evidenced by the results where different researchers carried out protocol
analyses over the same data set [5, 11]. Each research group used their own coding
scheme and as a consequence there was no way to compare the results.
Whilst there are many ways of viewing designing the claim is made that the
fundamental issues and processes involved in designing are not uniquely related to any
particular design task [12-19] and can be studied independently of the design being
produced. Therefore, it should be possible to produce a small number of coding schemes
for protocol studies that addresses fundamental issues and processes; coding schemes that
can be used across design domains and design environments. Preferably what is needed is
a principled coding scheme rather than an ad hoc one, one that is based on an ontology
[20-21] of designing.
Without agreed methods of coding and measurement the results of cognitive studies
of designers carried out under different conditions by different researchers cannot be
compared. If the results of research cannot be compared then the field cannot progress.
The remainder of this paper presents the protocol analysis method, one principled
coding scheme for use with protocol studies and then proceeds to describe a number of
methods of measuring design cognition from protocols. The final section shows the
outcome of embodying these methods in a single tool that produces the results in a
consistent form, allowing for comparisons across different protocols.
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Protocol Analysis

Protocol analysis is a rigorous methodology for eliciting verbal reports of thought
sequences as a valid source of data on thinking. It is a well-developed, validated method
for the acquisition of data on thinking [1, 3, 22]. It has been used extensively in design
research to assist in the development of the understanding of the cognitive behavior of
designers [4, 6-11, 23-28]. The basic methodology of the protocol analysis method
consists of the following sequence of tasks: coding development; videoing designers;
transcription of video; segmentation and coding; analysis of coded protocol; generation
of linkograph; and analysis of linkograph
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Ontologically-Based Segmentation and Coding

The coding scheme presented here is based on a general design ontology, namely, the
Function-Behavior-Structure (FBS) ontology [29] and its extension, the situated
Function-Behavior-Structure (sFBS) ontology [30] as a principled coding scheme.
Google Scholar service indicates that these two papers, which outline the ontology, have
over 900 citations between them.
The ontological variables that map on to design issues are: function, behavior, and
structure plus a design description, Figure 1. Outside the direct control of the designer is
an additional variable, the set of requirements, labeled R, provided by the client. In this
view the goal of designing is to transform a set of functions into a set of design
descriptions (D). The function (F) of a designed object is defined as its teleology; the
behavior (B) of that object is either derived (Bs) or expected (Be) from the structure,
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where structure (S) represents the components of an object and their relationships. A
design description is never transformed directly from the function but is a result of a
series of processes among the FBS variables. These processes are a consequence of
transforming one issue into another and include: formulation which transforms functions
into a set of expected behaviors (process 1 in Figure 2); synthesis, where a structure is
proposed to fulfill the expected behaviors (process 2); an analysis of the structure
produces derived behavior (process 3); an evaluation process acts between the expected
behavior and the behavior derived from structure (process 4); documentation, which
produces the design or partial design description (process 5). There are three types of
reformulation: reformulation I – reformulation of structure (process 6), reformulation II –
reformulation of expected behavior (process 7), and reformulation III – reformulation of
function (process 8). Figure 1 shows the relationships among the eight transformation
processes and the three basic classes of issues, which claim to be the fundamental
processes for designing.

Figure 1
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The FBS ontology (see text above to decode the numbers)

Measurement Methods

The FBS based coding scheme converts a verbal design protocol into a series of segments
where each segment addresses a single ontological issue. This approach also deals with
the question of what makes a segment since each segment has only one code and there is
only one segment per code. A consequence of this is that a segment is always determined
in the consistent manner. The transitions between segments can be measured in two
ways: syntactic linkograph and semantic linkograph. In a syntactic linkograph, only the
adjacent segments are considered to extract the series of the processes, i.e., a transition
from one issue to the issue directly following it defines a process. This is a weak model
of design processes. In semantic linkograph [31] the links between segments are made on
the basis of their semantic connection. A backlink from segment A to segment B defines
a process BA, and depending on the issues A and B as to what design process is found
[32]. For example if the issue of the originating segment is S and the issue of the
backlinked segment is Be the process Be -> S maps onto the design process ‘synthesis’.
Using issues and processes of a protocol a range of uniform analyses becomes possible.

4.1 Tabular statistics of issues and processes
There are now two source datasets from the protocol. The first is the issues coded through
the FBS codes and the second is the linkographs that are the results of linking issues. The
distributions of issues, syntactic processes and semantic processes are measurable
statistically. These distributions measure the amount of cognitive efforts spent on each
issue through the length of a design session.
The statistical analyses can be used to compare the results of one protocol with
another. Despite the extensive use of statistical analysis in traditional coding schemes, the
ad hoc nature of the schemes does not allow for comparisons between different cases and
across different domains. On the other hand, the ontological basis of the FBS coding
scheme allows for comparative studies of the statistical results obtained from different
cases of design protocols.

4.2 Dynamic modeling of issues and processes
The goal of designing is to transform a set of functions into a set of design descriptions.
This does not imply that designing is a linear process between these two points. Studies
show that a designer goes through a variety of transitional processes to reach an
acceptable solution. To capture the dynamic nature of designing, dynamic models are
used for a more detailed analysis of coded protocols.
There are multiple ways to study the dynamic nature of designing. This paper
presents three approaches: fractioning; windowing; and trimming
In fractioning the protocol is divided into two or more sections and each section
described statistically. The resulting measurements can be compared with each to
determine if there are differences in behavior over a design session.
In windowing a window of a fixed number of segments is produced and the statistical
analysis carried out for that window as it commences at the beginning of the session, with
its left edge at segment 1, and then moves a single segment over with the analysis
repeated. The movement of the window a single segment at a time is repeated under the
window’s right edge hits the last segment of the protocol. For each window position an
independent calculation is carried out and assigned to the central segment of that window.
Putting the result of calculations together, a dynamic model is produced that shows the
changing values of the issues and processes in the course of the design session.
In trimming the protocol is trimmed to a specific contiguous set of segments that is
the active section of the protocol under consideration. This allows any part of the
protocol to be analyzed separately and then compared to any other part of the protocol.

4.3 Markov models
A Markov model [33] describes the probability of moving from one state to another in a
stochastic system. In the FBS coding scheme, each issue represents the state of affairs in
that segment. In cognitive studies of designing a Markov model measures the probability
of one particular design issue being followed by another particular design issue. This
model had been used to compare different design sessions and showed that there is a lack
of evaluation (process 4) when designing in 3D virtual environment in that study [34].
The transition matrix for protocols is a 6x6 matrix with the rows and columns labeled
with the six FBS issues. Every cell of the matrix shows the probability of a design issue
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leading to the corresponding issue. This is called a ‘first order Markov model’. The
dynamic Markov model can be produced using the same method of sliding a window of a
fixed size along the segments.
In a more advanced analysis, not only the current state of the system, but also the
previous state is taken into account in predicting the next state, i.e. the system has a
memory. This is called a ‘second order Markov model’. In analyzing coded design
protocols, a transition from one state into another is a process. Thus, the second order
Markov model of a coded protocol measures the probability of a particular issue
following a process. The transition matrix of this model has eight rows, including of all
eight designing processes and six columns for the issues. The syntactic and semantic
modes are also applicable in the calculation of each model.

4.4 First passage models
A first passage model (sometimes called a first passage event model) [33, 34] measures
the average number of segments that a designer traverses before returning to the same
issue. This is a measure of the designer’s focus on an issue. It can be measured within a
single protocol as an overall measure or using fractioning to determine changes in
behavior during a protocol. These measures can be used to compare different protocols.

4.5 Entropy models
Further understanding about the behavior of designers can be obtained by examining the
information of their protocols. Here information is a measure of the potential of a system,
rather than its semantic content. The measure of information is information entropy.
Originally, Shannon [35] introduced entropy as a measurement for information. In
Shannon’s theory, the amount of information carried by a message is defined by the
probability of its outcomes. The more stochastic a system is, the more informative is the
definition of its state. By measuring the entropy of semantic linkographs from different
design sessions, Kan and Gero [32] argued that there is a potential relation between the
productivity of design activities and the entropy of their corresponding linkographs.
Using the same idea about incrementally sliding a window along the design session,
the dynamic entropy of the session can be measured. The dynamic entropy only takes the
structure of the linkographs into account and currently ignores the codes in the segments.
The dynamic entropy offers additional dimensions to explore to assist in
understanding the behavior of designers. For example, it has been used to study fixation
and commitment [36].
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A Tool for Protocol Analysis Measurements

Quantitative analysis of design protocols are time consuming and as a consequence are
expensive to carry out. The dependency of the traditional analysis methods on their
specific coding methods has been a barrier to developing universal toolkits to perform
quantitative analysis. The applicability of the FBS coding scheme and its independence
from the design domain allowed us to develop a standardized measurement toolkit, called
LINKOgrapher, Figure 2. LINKOgrapher carries out all of the measurement methods

introduced above and generates corresponding models for each of them. This
dramatically reduces the cost and time of performing such measurements and allows
researchers to be more focused on the results rather than calculations.

Figure 2 Screenshot of LINKOgrapher toolkit showing interface and graph of dynamic processes

The FBS coding scheme transforms a transcribed design session into a set of FBSbased issues and links. For each of the analysis methods described in Section 4
LINKOgrapher generates two types of output: graphic and textual. The graphic output is
in pdf format and the text output is in a form that can be imported into standard
spreadsheet software. LINKOgrapher currently can produce the following measurements,
as well as drawing the linkograph: tabular statistics of issues and processes; dynamic
issues; dynamic processes; dynamic entropy; overall (or first order) Markov model;
second order (or dynamic) Markov model; and average first passage event model.
The utility of the tool is enhanced by being able to control the window size for all
dynamic calculations and separately control the fractioning and trimming. The
measurement characteristics and speed of LINKOgrapher coupled with the ontological
basis of the FBS coding scheme allow for an explorative approach toward quantitative
studies of design protocols. This approach transcends any particular designer, design
discipline or any specific characteristics of the design situation.
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Exemplary Results

Some results are presented to indicate the capabilities of the approach and the tool,
Figures 3 to 6. A protocol of a large design team from industry is used as a demonstration
vehicle. The protocol is over one hour long and has been coded into 1280 segments.
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Figure 3 Typical tabular statistics presented as an image

Figure 4 Dynamic issues showing the distribution of design issues across the protocol with a
window 1/10th of the length of the protocol.

Figure 5 Dynamic processes showing the distribution of design processes across the protocol with
a window 1/10th of the length of the protocol.

These results allow for the characterization of the behavior of this design team in such
a way that the characterization can be compared with other teams and individuals.

Figure 6 Dynamic entropy showing the distribution of entropy across the protocol with a window
1/10th of the length of the protocol.

Figure 7(a) shows the comparison of design issues distribution in two disparate
domains: architecture and software, where both protocols were analysed using this
paradigm, which then makes direct comparison possible.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7 Comparison of the distributions of issues between architects and software designers.

Figure 7(b) shows the comparison of the Markov models of design process in two
disparate domains: architecture and software, where both protocols were analysed using
this paradigm, which then makes direct comparison possible.
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Conclusions

The methods and tool presented in this paper allow for research into designing using
the protocol analysis approach that covers the following designer variables:
individual designers
homogeneous design teams
heterogeneous design teams
student designers
professional designers
designers from different disciplines
co-located designers
remotely located designers
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designers using digital tools.
The use of a generally applicable coding scheme turns protocol studies from an
individual research group’s internal activity to a means of producing knowledge that can
be transferred from one researcher to another. The particular coding scheme adopted here
is but one of a number of potential general schemes that could focus on different ways of
viewing the acts of designing. The argument for the adoption of this scheme lies with its
ontological foundation and the widespread references to it in the research literature. As
more generally applicable schemes are developed and used the field of design cognition
will develop into a coherent research field.
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